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1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Do you remember
 

the cute __________ from the teenage boy band One Direction? That’s Harry 

Styles!  

Tours  

He’s ___________ now and he’s a solo singer. He goes on tours all over the world: this December 

New Zealand and Japan, and next spring Europe, for example Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, 

France, Germany, Spain, Italy... but ___________ the Czech Republic …  

One Direction (1D)  

1D was a band ___________ five teenage boys from England and Ireland. They played from 2010 

to ____________. Their most popular song is What makes you beautiful. It has nearly 

____________ million views on YouTube.  

 

2. Match A to B to make true sentences about Harry Styles. 

A B 

1. Harry a. … all over the world. 

2. 1D b. … is a solo singer. 

3. Harry goes on tours c. … money to charity 

4. One Direction was a band  d. … stands for One Direction. 

5. Their most popular song e. … with five teenage boys. 

6. He gives f. … has nearly 900 million views on YouTube. 

7. Harry loves g. … pink. 

 

 3. Listen and write T for true and F for false. 

a. _______ b. _______ 

c. _______ d. _______ 

e. _______ f. _______ 

g. _______  
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SOLUTIONS 
1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Do you remember
 

the cute singer from the teenage boy band One Direction? That’s Harry Styles!  

Tours  

He’s 23 now and he’s a solo singer. He goes on tours all over the world: this December New 

Zealand and Japan, and next spring Europe, for example Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, France, 

Germany, Spain, Italy... but not the Czech Republic …  

One Direction (1D)  

1D was a band with five teenage boys from England and Ireland. They played from 2010 to 2015. 

Their most popular song is What makes you beautiful. It has nearly 900 million views on 

YouTube.  
 

 

2. Match A to B to make true sentences about Harry Styles. 

A B 

1. Harry a. … all over the world. 

2. 1D b. … is a solo singer. 

3. Harry goes on tours c. … money to charity 

4. One Direction was a band  d. … stands for One Direction. 

5. Their most popular song e. … with five teenage boys. 

6. He gives f. … has nearly 900 million views on YouTube. 

7. Harry loves g. … pink. 

 

3. Listen and write T for true and F for false. 

a. _______ b. _______ 

c. _______ d. _______ 

e. _______ f. _______ 

g. _______  

 

 


